Brain motion and volume transmission: Keeping the interstice flowing.
Human brain undergoes two different kinds of movements: subtle pulsatile ones associated with the cardiac cycle and others of a greater magnitude related to breathing activity. These motions constitute a pumping force for the circulation of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Moreover, brain motion (BM) plays a fundamental role as a driving force for the interstitial and CSF flow of tracers. We hypothesize that BM is more than a mere consequence of cardiac and respiratory activities; that it would be part of a fundamental physiological mechanism by propelling the interstitial flow of messengers, a mechanism also known as 'non-synaptic transmission' or 'volume transmission' (VT). Intracranial hypertension (ICH), a frequent complication of severe head trauma, is related to brain stiffness. Under this circumstance, not only brain perfusion could be at risk, but BM could be engaged as well. Decompressive craniectomy, presently indicated to reduce ICH refractory to medical treatment, could play a role in helping BM and VT. Once brain swelling is overcome, the closure of the cranial bone defect would ensure the recovery of the spatial and temporal patterns of BM. We discuss evidence supportive of the necessary role of a minimal and sequential BM for an adequate VT.